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Healing place Masutomi; Spiritual site of Japan
Takeo Takahashi, President, IRI - Hokuto Health Research Center

Masutomi, hot spring village is in Sudama-cho, Hokuto City in Yamanashi prefecture. Two of the hundred famous mountains of Japan, Mt. Mizugaki and Mt. Kinpu may be seen from the hot spring village. Participants will also enjoy superb views of other famous mountains such as the Southern and Northern Alps of Japan, Mt. Yatsugatake, Mt. Kayagatake, and Mt. Fuji. The Masutomi area once prospered because Singen Takeda, a territorial lord secretly developed this place to mine quartz crystals and gold.

Mt. Mizugaki was formed by upheavals of radium and germanium ores 10 million years ago. Nowadays, bare bedrock on the surface of the mountain is exposed and gives out powerful natural energy. Natural energy can work as an enhancer for life force energy. In Masutomi area, naturopathy is implemented by taking up energy through exercises such as “Mt. Mizugaki energy Chi”, “Jurin Chi”, “Seiryu Chi” and bathing in the natural radium springs and playing golf at the beautiful golf resort. With all the above naturopathy, having healthy diet helps people’s spontaneous healing and revitalizes mind and body, bringing them into harmony and balance with each other.

The Vintage Golf Resort is located in the mountains of Masutomi. Participants can have a great “get away” experience there even if they are not interested in playing golf because of its extraordinary views and kind hospitality.

At Masutomi, radium hot spring village, there are 7 hot spring inns. Since all the inns are very small, their staff take great care to have close ties with guests. There are restaurants and shops functioning as places for social gathering.

Masutomi-no-yu (Hot spring of Masutomi) contains radium and germanium. There are several baths of different temperatures; 25, 30, 35, 37 and 42 degrees. Guests can choose the temperature depending on their health condition. It is said that radium hot spring works as an antioxidant and germanium stimulates cranial nerves and the nervous system and works for modern diseases.

Kazoku Rakuen University, an adult education university, will be the venue for symposium presentations. There will be experts on farming, outdoor activities, literature, art, and language. This university aims to be a promotional socializing facility where persons from urban areas and locals gather, meet, and learn together.
Mt. Mizugaki-yama (2,230m), 瑞牆 (みずがき) 山 (2,230m)

Meeting Place 本会議場

Jurin Chi 柘林気功

Seiryu Chi 清流気功

Vintage Golf Resort ヴィンテージゴルフリゾート

Reception place レセプション会場